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Abstract

A new method for face recognition using profile gray-level images based on the
morphological signature transform (MST) is presented in this paper. Gray-level image of
profile is thresholded to produce a binary, black and white image. The method is based on the
successive morphological erosions of the input profile at different resolutions by primary and
rotated structuring elements. The areas of successively eroded images are computed for each
structuring element at each pyramid level. The obtained set of numbers is arranged into
vectors, ordered, and used as a face descriptor. Obtained recognition rates are 90% for the
distorted images (synthetic data) and 76.6 % for the unknown profile image of the stored face.
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1. Introduction

Since the early 1990's Face Recognition Technology (FRT) become an active research area.
A general statement of the problem of face recognition can be formulated as follows: Given

still or video images of a scene, identify one or more persons in the scene using a stored
database of faces [2]. The solution of the problem involves segmentation of faces from
cluttered scenes, extraction of features from face region, identification, and matching.

Face recognition problems and techniques can be separate in two broadly groups: dynamic
(video) and static ( no video ) matching. Dynamic matching will be used when a video
sequence is available. The video images tend to be of low quality, the background is very
cluttered and often is more than one face present in the picture. However, since a video
sequence is available, one could use motion as a strong cue for segmenting faces of moving
persons. Static matching used images with typically reasonably controlled illumination,
background, resolution, and distance between camera ( or 3D scanner) and the person. Some of
the images that arise in this group can be acquired from a video camera. Machine recognition
of faces has several applications, ranging from static matching of controlled photographs as in
mug shots matching and credit card verification to surveillance video images. Mug shots
matching is the most common application in static matching group. Typically, in mug shots
photographs one frontal and one or more side views of a person's face are taken. Profile images
provide a detailed structure of the face that is not seen in frontal images.

In this work we present a method for face representing and recognition from profile face
images. For that purpose we use the extracted area of profile for constructing the shape that
will be represent the face. First of all, we give a brief description of the Morphological
Signature Transform (MST), a new approach for morphological shape representation [1], [8],



from profile images using the MST. The short algorithm with some basics steps is also
included. Finally, results and the conclusions are given.

2. Morphological signature transform (MST) for shape description

Loncaric and Dhawan [1], [8] developed a method for shape description called
Morphological Signature Transform (MST). The MST method for shape description utilizes
multi-resolution morphological image processing by multiple structuring elements (SEs). The
MST shape representation method is based on the decomposition of a complex shape to
multiple simple signature shapes. The idea of this approach is to process decomposed, multiple
shapes instead of the original shape which is extracted through the property decomposition
process. A brief description of the MST is given below.

For generality, let W be a set, which contains shapes to be described. Some common
examples for W are: W = R2 (planar shapes) or W=R3 (three-dimensional shapes), where R
denotes the set of real numbers. The multiplication of a set by a real number is defined as
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where r ∈ R and X ⊂ W. Another notation that we use in this paper is: Sn = S ⊕ S ⊕ ... ⊕ S,
where there are n summands in the Minkowski addition on the right side of the equation.
Minkovski set addition defined as
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Note that generally Sn ≠ nS, but in the special case when S is a convex set it holds that Sn = nS.
The MST of shape X with respect to structuring element S is defined as:
                                   ( ) ( )n
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where r ∈ R,  n ∈ N and M is binary morphological operator, i.e. M: P × P → P, where P is the
set of all subsets (i.e. the partitive set) of W. In other words M takes two sets from P as
arguments and produces a third set as result. Some common examples for binary operator M
are morphological erosion, dilation, opening, and closing. To compute the MST a
morphological operator M must be selected. The morphological erosion has been used in the
work presented in this paper. For a given set X, and structuring element S a family of sets
XS(r,n) is generated by varying the parameters r and n. The parameter r is a scale parameter.
The parameter n plays the role in changing the size and the shape of the structuring element S.
Generated shapes XS(r,n) are called the signature shapes of X with respect to S. Signature
shapes XS(r,n) can be used to characterize the original shape X.

The idea of MST approach is to process decomposed, multiple shapes instead of
processing the original shape. In such a way, a problem of extracting complex shape properties
from a single object is replaced with a simpler problem of extracting a simple shape property
from derived multiple signature shapes. The algorithm uses area as the basic shape descriptor
instead of residue, which is more prone to noise. The MST-based shape description method has
the following properties: 1) translation invariance; 2) size invariance; 3) rotation invariance.

3. Face representation and recognition using MST

The input in our face processing and analysis system is a gray-scale image of a scene
containing the side view of a human face. In this work, we used a collection of profile face
images University of Bern1 for learning and recognition of faces. This image database contains
profile views of 30 people. In first step images was tresholded to produce a binary, black and
white image, the white corresponding to the face region. A pre-processing step then extracts



the front portion of the silhouette that bounds the face image. This is to avoid variations in the
profile due to changes in hairline [3].

Shape that will be representing the profile face was created from the extracted part of the
silhouette. First of all, we extracted two fiducial points A and B  [4], [5], [6]. This two points
are eye point and chin point, with co-ordinates A...(x1,y1) and B...(x2,y2). Basic dimension for
the constructing of shape is distance d ( 2*d is a distance between point A and point B);
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Fig.1.a. showing the process of extracting front part of profile face and the constructing of
face shape. The obtained face shape is linearly scaled in both dimensions in such a way that the
shape area is equal to some constant value. This step assures size invariance of the method.

                
Fig. 1.  a) Process of constructing the profile face shape   b) Structuring element (Y)

A shape property that is used to describe signature shapes in this work is the area. It is both
simple and easy to compute- for binary images it is just a count of pixels with values equal to
one. The signature shapes are created by means of the MST based on the morphological
erosion. In that case, the signature shape equation (3) becomes

Z(r, n) = ((rX, Sn)                                                                         (5)
 and the area A(Z(r,n)) of the signature image Z(r,n) is computed for some r ∈ R and n ∈ N. In
addition, multiple rotated versions of the structuring element S are used in equation (5), as
explained below, to ensure additional shape information as well as the rotation invariance of
the method.  In this work we use non-convex structuring elements (see Fig.1.b.) which were
created to sense both detailed and coarse structure of the profile image.In the case of non-
convex structuring elements, multiple resolutions and successive erosions provide additional
information about the object shape.

Multiresolution and successive erosions are redundant in the case of convex structuring
elements. Rotational invariance is achieved through rotation of one fixed structuring element.
The structuring elements used in this paper are created empirically to detect both the detailed
and coarse structure of the object. A method for near-optimal shape matching using MST was
developed in reference [1]. It is based on a genetic algorithm for selection of a near-optimal
structuring element for MST shape description. We use standard "Y" structuring element (who
is not selected by using proposal optimization method [1]).

The structuring element must have a 3600 period of rotational symmetry; such a
requirement comes from the nature of the MST method. The MST method could also utilize
structuring elements with some other period of rotational symmetry, although the 3600 case
provides the maximum amount of information, given some fixed rotational resolution. From
the initially chosen structuring element we derive a set of N structuring elements by rotating
initial one by the angle α;
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In such a way, we are able to achieve rotational invariance of the method. The basic steps of
the algorithm are as follows:
1. The input graylevel image is tresholded to produce a binary, black and white image Xf , the

white corresponding to face region.
2. Construct the profile face shape using two fiducial points, eye point and chin point.

Extracted shape X representing the profile face image Xf  .
3. The binary image X is linearly scaled in both dimensions in such a way that the shape area

is equal to some constant value; A(X) = cons. This step assures size invariance of the
method. Call the scaled image 0iY , where the subscript i=0 to N-1 denotes the rotated

version of the scaled structuring element while the superscript denotes the pyramid level.
4. The four level multiresolution pyramid is created by subsampling by factor of two from the

normalized version of the original image obtained in the previous step ( 321 ,, iii YYY , ...).

5. The N rotated versions of the structuring element are created from the original one.
6. For each j multiresolution pyramid level do ( j = 0, ... , R-1)

(a) For each i rotated version of the structuring element do (i = 0, ... , N-1)
i. Compute successive erosions of the input image by a given structuring element

and at a given pyramid level and store the areas of successively eroded images in
a vector. j

iA (n)← A ( ( ( j
iY , nS  )), where n = 1, ... , L (constant L is the number

of successive erosions computed).

ii.  ai← [ ]Tj
L

jj AAA ...21 , where the superscript T denotes the vector transposition. Form

a vector ai ∈ RL from L successive areas computed for the jth pyramid level.
(b) [ ]T

N
TTT

j aaab 110 ... −=  Form a vector bj ∈ RLN from N vectors ai computed for pyramid

levels of the ith rotated structuring element.
(c) Circularly shift the vectors (to achieve rotation invariance) so that the largest one, call it

bg , with respect to the Euclidean norm, comes to the zeroth position. cj ← b(j+g)mod N

(d) Take one or more vectors from the shifted set as a representative for this particular
pyramid level.

7. Take the vector(s) resulting from each pyramid level and store them in one final shape

descriptor vector [ ]TT
R

TT
x cccd 110 ... −← . Form the final morphological face descriptor dx∈RLNR

of the face X by concatenating R descriptor vectors for each pyramid level.

Fig. 3. The basic steps of the MST algorithm; a) input graylevel image, b) binary image,
c) constructed shape and face description vector (FDV)

8. To achieve more realistic distance measure, vectors from different pyramid levels may be
weighted, yielding the final morphological face descriptor vector.



The profile face vector obtained in the final step of the algorithm is the final result of the
algorithm and is used as a morphological face descriptor. As described above, such a shape
descriptor has all the desired invariance properties- invariance to rotation, size, and translation.

4. Results and discussion

Using the MST shape descriptor algorithm we obtained the vector corresponding to each
input profile face image. The vector is called the morphological face descriptor. The
dimensions of the morphological face descriptor depends on the number of multiresolution
pyramid levels, the number of the rotated versions of the original structuring element, and the
number of successive erosions computed. Theoretically, the more rotated version we have the
closer to rotation invariance we get. In practice, however, there exists a maximum number of
rotations (maximum resolution) after which additional rotations do not improve accuracy, due
to finite precision and errors of the rotation operation.

The study of similarities and differences between faces now reduces to the study of
similarities and differences between morphological face descriptor vectors. If we have two face
descriptors x, and y, of dimension k, then we can take a distance between them as a measure of
the similarity of the faces they represent. The smaller the distance, the more similar the faces.
The Euclidean distance had been used in this work
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For training and testing set we use a profile face images Database University of Bern which
contains profile views of the 30 people. For each person they took a five graylevel images with
variations of the head position, the size and the contrast - 1, 2, 3 big profiles with high contrast,
looks like binarized, 4, 5 small profiles with normal gray levels. Pictures are with controlled
uniform background and without background clutter. Size of this images is 342 × 512 pixels.
Structuring element of size 17 × 17 are shown in Fig. 2. Four pyramid levels were used (R = 4)
to represent the input profile image. The structuring element were rotated into 36 different
positions from 00 to 3500 ( N = 36 ). The successive area sequence length was 4 elements for
the each rotation ( L = 4 ). This gave a total descriptor length of 144 elements for one pyramid
level. The total profile descriptor size for all 4 pyramids level was then equal to 576. In the [8],
[1] authors propose different and more precisely approach. They rotating input images instead
of rotating structuring element. Structuring elements are typically of small size ( 17 by 17 is
used in this work). Rotating an image of such a small size by a small angle typically gives an
inaccurate result. They rotated images into 64 different position from 00 to 3600, and used two
structuring elements resulting in a 1920- dimensional shape descriptor. We performed two
kinds of sequence weighting proposed in [8]. The successive area sequence is weighted for
some particular pyramid level and rotation position by the empirically derived formula
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where p is the index of the last non-zero element in the sequence. The use of this weighting
expression enhances exactly the middle and most important range of the sequence.

The pyramid level weighting is done with respect to pyramid level. Since area decreases
quadratically as resolution decreases by factor of two this weighting is performed by
multiplying all areas in pyramid level j by 4j, j=1,...,R-1, where R is the total number of
pyramid levels.

We are performed two type of experiments.



The first experiment consisted in shape matching between distorted and original images. A
set of 30 profile images, one from each person is used as original images. Another set of 30
images was created from the original images, by shape distortion. Shape distortion includes
small changes of size, orientation (rotation), and addition of noise to the profile boundary. A
recognition rate of 90.0% between original and distorted images was obtained.

In second experiment we use a 4 profile images each of 30 people in training set. The fifth
profile face image each of 30 person we use in testing set. Algorithm is successively
recognized 23 of 30 persons. Seven faces were recognized incorrectly. Obtained profile face
images recognition rate is 76.6%.

5. Conclusion

In this work we use simpler version of novel shape analysis technique presented by
Loncaric and Dhawan [8], [1], [9] called Morphological Signature Transform (MST) for
purpose of recognition face from profile face images. The proposed algorithm is focused on
extraction of features from profile region and recognition of faces. Obtained recognition rates
are 90% for the distorted images (profile distortion includes small changes of size, rotation,
and addition of noise to the profile boundary) and 76.6 % for the unknown profile image of the
stored face. Recognition rates can be possibly improved in several ways:
i. using rotated face image instead of rotated structuring element
ii.  using multiple structuring elements and more training pictures
iii.  using more levels of successive erosions and multiresolution pyramid levels
iv. using optimal structuring element for given set of profile face images [1]
There exists a maximum numbers of rotations, structuring elements, levels of successive
erosions and multiresolution levels after which accuracy can't be improve, due to finite
precision.
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